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Its hard to believe that fall is
almost here. The kids have
gone back to school, the days
are getting shorter and the
leaves are turning colour.
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On the Lighter Side
Applied for a job at the local
restaurant. I’m still waiting.
.
What’s the best day of the
week to go to the beach?
Sunday
Did you hear about reversible
jackets? Excited to see how
they turn out.
Did you hear about the
bakery that burnt down? Now
its toast
What do you get if you cross
a snake and a lego set? A
boa constructor.

Suppose I told you about a
financial product that would
enable you to invest in the stock
market without ever having to
worry about poor investment
returns, or losing your principal.
Yes, that’s right. Invest in stock
and bond mutual funds inside of
this product, and, even if they
tank, you won’t lose your
principal. In fact, prior to
drawing down the assets in
retirement, your money is
guaranteed to increase each
year regardless of how your
investments perform. Your
investments do well? Great,
your account balance increases.
Your investments do poorly?
No problem, your pot of money
still increases.

When you eventually start
drawing down the assets, you
will never have to worry about
running through your money
prematurely. Even if you
exhaust your assets before
the end of retirement, you will
continue receiving the same
amount of income each
month for as long as you live.
If you decide at any time that
this product is not for you,
you can withdraw your
money, even if you have
already started drawing
monthly income from the
account. Not only that, you
can arrange for the remaining
account balance to pass to a
beneficiary of your choice if
you should die prior to
depleting your account.
For more information call me
today (780) 425-4058.
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You can start collecting your CPP and OAS benefits in your 60s,
but is it better to hold off for another few years?
Here’s what to keep in mind before you tap into these pensions.
As a rule of thumb, you’ll need 70% to 80% of your current income to maintain a
similar lifestyle after you retire. If your annual salary is $50,000, you may need
$35,000 to $40,000 a year in retirement to continue your existing lifestyle.

Peace of mind
comes with
proper
planning!

So, how do you make sure you’re getting the most you can out of CPP and OAS? It all
comes down to timing. As you approach your retirement, you’ll need to sort out
whether you want to start collecting money sooner or later. Many Canadians like to
take advantage of these pensions as soon as they can, but here’s the deal: The
government will pay you more if you wait.
Before diving into the dollar amounts and advantages of delaying your CPP and OAS,
let’s look at how they work.
Most people are surprised at how much they’ll get through government benefits. For
instance, if you take CPP at age 65, you could get a maximum of $1,154.58 per
month, as of 2019. And, if you’re collecting the maximum OAS, you can add $601.45
per month, as of March 2019.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Although it’s common to get the maximum OAS payment, most
Canadians don’t get the maximum CPP. That’s because they haven’t earned enough
or worked long enough. While you can’t get OAS payments before age 65, you can put
them off until you’re 70. The longer you wait for CPP and OAS, the more you’ll get.
Playing the waiting game clearly pays off, but can it work for you? A lot of the decision
depends on your health and your other sources of retirement income. Before you dip
into your government benefits ask yourself these questions:






How healthy are you?
How long do you think you might live?
Do you have other sources of retirement income?
What’s the best way to tap your retirement income?
Do you need the money earlier?

Collecting on CPP and OAS benefits sooner means you’re taking a little less now
instead of waiting for more later. But it’s still a choice if you need it. And you may
simply want to enjoy your money while you’re younger and potentially in better health.
Everyone’s financial situation is different. And, if you absolutely need the money early
on, then go ahead and take it. But if other income sources can help cover your health
expenses and cost of living for the first few years, then you’re probably better off
delaying.
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Are you approaching your retirement? With continuing volatility in the
markets, are you concerned about what effect a market downturn in the
few years leading up to or just after retirement would have on your
income? Are you aware that GIC investments will not protect your
retirement income very well from inflation?
Like more and more Canadians today, are you part of a pension plan?
If not, you will be fully responsible for your retirement income stream,
so it's very important to have a plan that can potentially replicate a pension.
A new segregated fund product, that features a Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefit (GMWB), was
introduced in Canada in late 2006. These plans are a long-term investment that provide a guaranteed
income, either now or in the future, regardless of market performance. This type of plan may be ideal if you
seek a predictable, sustainable and possibly increasing income that may last for life.
By depositing to a GMWB plan now, you can earn up to a 5% income bonus for each year you don't make
withdrawals. These are not a cash bonus but add to the amount your income will be based on in case
market returns are poor. For example, if you deposit $100,000 to the GMWB plan, in fifteen years your
income will be based on no less than $175,000. This means an assured income for you if markets fail to
perform.

On the other hand, if markets do well, your gains can be automatically 're-set' at certain intervals. These
plans also have a death benefit guarantee that can increase with these market value re-sets. For example,
if your $100,000 initial deposit grows to $125,000 after three years and re-sets, future income bonuses will
be based on the new amount. If the investment performs poorly after a gain has been re-set, the death
benefit and income guarantees will still be based on the new re-set amount.
GMWB plans also provide a guaranteed income stream that has the potential of increasing if the
investments perform well. If, however, they perform poorly, the income stream will not decrease as long
as only the guaranteed minimum withdrawal is made each year.

Financial Advisor
Since 1976

My commitment as a Financial Advisor is to help
people to reach their financial goals. If you have
a family member, friend or colleague who you
feel could benefit from a conversation with me,
I would be pleased to speak with them
without obligation.

A.M.H.

FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Phone: (780) 425-4058
email: andy@amhfinancial.ca

I believe that every individual
has an unalienable right to
make the best and most
effective use of hard-earned
income, to have easy
access to up-to-date and
informed advice, and to be able
to provide for short and
long-term requirements.

Take a look at our website

www.amhfinancial.ca
AMH Financial Services is a full-service firm. We offer
services to help you examine your financial goals and
select the options that will best suit your needs,
timeframe and investment style. We believe in helping
you create a comprehensive financial plan for your
family that includes planning, insurance and portfolio
management.

I want to get ready for
my financial future

I want to plan for my
retirement

I am committed to serving
the individual customer with
investment and financial
portfolios which will meet
current needs and provide
for future requirements
and situations.

We want to get ready
for our life together

My mission is to help you to
make an educated decision
that you are comfortable
with!

I want my children to
get ready for a better
financial future

With so much conflicting advice in the news, online, even from friends and family,
making sound financial choices is difficult. Eliminate the confusion and make
informed financial decisions with help from a professional.

Call us today (780) 425-4058

